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The long and winding road to annexation: Israel's Antiquities Authority 
set to operate in the West Bank* 

On June 8, 2022, the journalist Nir Hasson published an article1 in the Israeli newspaper 

Ha’aretz about the Israel Antiquities Authority’s (IAA) intention to operate in the West Bank 

to prevent the destruction and looting of antiques. The article did not receive much attention 

in other media outlets, including right-wing media which usually follow and cite the 

newspaper’s West Bank-related reports on matters relevant to the settlement enterprise.    

The article concerns the joint decision of the IAA and the Civil Administration to deploy 

supervisors from the IAA’s Robbery Prevention Unit2 to the West Bank. On the face of it, the 

purpose of this cooperation is to mobilize qualified personnel with a view to reinforcing efforts 

to prevent the theft of antiquities. Hasson’s scoop did not generate much debate, even though 

he points out that the planned supervision against theft of antiquities will entail ever-

increasing involvement of the IAA in the West Bank. Hasson quotes sources from the Civil 

Administration and the IAA, who correctly observe that “the supervision means putting a foot 

in the door, as soon as supervision starts there will also be claims about building licenses and 

they will ask for more authority”. A source in the IAA confirmed this, adding that the Director 

General of the IAA, Eli Eskosido, had explained that political actors pressured him into 

reducing the authority of the Civil Administration’s Archaeology Staff Officer. “He says he 

didn’t initiate it, but was pushed to do it”, the source said.  

A victory for settlers 

The IAA’s decision to operate against theft of antiquities in the West Bank is an unprecedented 

achievement for Israeli settlers. For years, settlers have claimed that Palestinians destroy 

                                                                                                     
* This text was produced through a collaboration between the Diakonia IHL Centre Jerusalem and 
Yonathan Mizrachi, archaeologist, founder of the organization Emek Shaveh and member of the 
Forum for Regional Thinking. 
1 Nir Hasson, “Under Settler Pressure, Israel Extends Antiquities Authority’s Powers Into West Bank”, 
Ha’aretz, 8 June 2022, available at: https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2022-06-08/ty-
article/.highlight/under-settler-pressure-israel-extends-antiquities-authoritys-powers-into-west-
bank/00000181-42f8-df72-a5cb-c2ffa4660000.  
2 The website of the IAA’s Robbery Prevention Unit can be accessed here: 
https://www.antiquities.org.il/modules_eng.aspx?Module_id=24.  
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antiquities, and that the Civil Administration is inefficient in its handling of such incidents, thus 

insisting on the need for the IAA to take action in the West Bank. Their campaign on this 

matter involved the publication of media articles and reports,3 and the enlistment of 

politicians4 for their cause. 

However, as noted, the IAA’s decision to operate in the West Bank does not simply constitute 

another form of support for settlers, and has significant ramifications as regards the 

involvement of an Israeli national authority in the supervision of construction and land use in 

Area C of the West Bank. In our view, this marks yet another step in Israel’s creeping 

annexation of Palestinian territory. As such, and as specified below, this entails a breach of 

international law.     

Before turning to explain the implications of this measure, it is important to note that as of 

today the IAA has not yet begun to operate against the destruction and looting of antiquities 

in the West Bank. It seems that the plan has been put on hold, whether because of Hasson’s 

article or for legal and logistical reasons. 

Far-reaching implications 

The IAA was established in 1990 for the purpose of protecting antiquities in the State of Israel 

by means of declaring antiquity sites, supervision over infrastructure work, combating theft 

and destruction of antiquities, prevention of construction or archaeological excavations 

(known as rescue excavations) without requisite building permits, and specifying conditions 

for construction on antiquity sites. In Israel, there are an estimated 30,000 antiquity sites, and 

whole cities have been so declared. Thus, for example, the entire city of Jerusalem is 

considered an antiquity site, and any construction in the city requires a permit from the IAA. 

The IAA does not have enforcement powers in the West Bank or the Gaza Strip. In the West 

Bank, this authority is vested in the Civil Administration operated by the Israeli military 

authorities.  

                                                                                                     
3 See, e.g., “Main Findings – Palestinian Takeover of Area C”, Shiloh Policy Forum (Hebrew), available 
at: https://www.shiloh.org.il/post/the-main-findings.  
4 See, e.g., “The Education Committee discusses the destruction of antiquities in Judea and Samaria: 
demands that the government conduct a survey of all archaeological sites, regardless of religion and 
heritage, and propose a plan for their preservation”, Knesset website, 24 January 2022 (Hebrew), 
available at: https://main.knesset.gov.il/News/PressReleases/Pages/press24012022N.aspx.  
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Israeli law grants the IAA extensive powers with respect to supervising land usage. Almost all 

construction and infrastructure plans require approval from the IAA, and in many cases 

execution of the planned work is contingent upon supervision by the IAA’s personnel or upon 

archaeological excavation prior to construction. Moreover, the IAA is authorized to prevent 

or stop work, to prevent construction, and even to put on hold or amend national 

infrastructure plans.  

In the West Bank, there are more than 6,000 antiquity sites.5 Every Palestinian village or 

inhabited area is built on or in proximity to an archaeological site. In many cases, Palestinian 

villages continue centuries or millennia of inhabitation. Israeli settlements too are built on or 

near archaeological sites, but not on the same scale, and these sites are generally of less 

import. From the perspective of Palestinians, almost every construction, land cultivation or 

erecting of structures can lead to work stoppage and demolition orders by the Civil 

Administration’s Archaeology Staff Officer. In the West Bank, where villages in Area C do not 

have building plans or permits from the Civil Administration, Palestinians are acutely exposed 

to the effects of archaeological supervision, and there has been a drastic uptick in the number 

of work stoppage orders issued by the Civil Administration due to the alleged presence of 

antiquities.6      

Antiquities theft or lawful excavation?    

Antiquities theft concerns those instances in which archaeological sites are excavated or 

plundered, and antiques are removed from their place and sold to dealers or collectors. The 

illegal trade in antiquities is a global phenomenon, and states with rich archaeological heritage 

address it in their own way. The planned involvement of the IAA in the West Bank is seemingly 

meant just to supervise and prevent antiquities theft, and does not concern the prevention of 

work or issuing of building permits in Area C. However, in practice preventing antiquity theft 

implies stopping the perpetrators while they are at the excavation stage. Once the theft has 

                                                                                                     
5 Raphael Greenberg and Adi Keinan, “Israeli Archaeological Activity in the West Bank 1967–2007. A 
Sourcebook”, The West Bank and East Jerusalem Archaeological Database Project, 2009, available at: 
https://www.emekshaveh.org/he/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/WBADB_sourcebook.pdf.  
6 Hagar Shezaf, “When an Archaeological ‘Find’ Can Evict Palestinians From Their Home”, Ha’aretz, 23 
June 2020, available at: https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2020-06-23/ty-
article/.premium/when-an-archaeological-find-can-evict-palestinians-from-their-home/0000017f-
f484-d887-a7ff-fce402bb0000.  
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been perpetrated and the antiquities have been removed from the archaeological site, the 

IAA’s Robbery Prevention Unit has very few means to recover the items. Unlike in case of a 

bank robbery or ordinary property theft, it is not possible to simply return the items to the 

site and restore the situation to its original state. Antiquity theft is usually accompanied by 

illegal excavation and causes harm to the antiques.   

The question thus arises when and how the supervisors from the Robbery Prevention Unit will 

be able to distinguish between theft and authorized excavation. How will it be possible to 

establish that infrastructure and construction work in Area C does not involve the destruction 

or theft of antiquities? On the face of it, the Robbery Prevention Unit operates mainly at night, 

detecting and identifying gangs of thieves in the act and arresting them, but how will it be 

possible to determine who is excavating with a permit and who is not? And what if the thieves 

operate during the day, and it looks like they are carrying out infrastructure work? Who is 

responsible for preventing theft in those circumstances?  

Creeping annexation 

In order to operate effectively, the Robbery Prevention Unit will have to know where and to 

whom building permits have been issued, whether construction is lawful or not, and it will 

quickly become necessary to determine how the supervision and protection of antiquities will 

function in practice when responsibility is vested in two entities, the IAA and the Civil 

Administration. It is likely that this process will lead to increased involvement of the IAA when 

it comes to issuing permits for and supervising Palestinian construction projects in Area C. In 

this way, the supervision over areas that have been declared as antiquity sites will pass from 

the Civil Administration to an Israeli governmental body – the IAA. In practice, this amounts 

to a form of annexation extending the power of the IAA to the West Bank and requiring 

Palestinians in Area C to answer to an Israeli authority. It is likely that once this happens, the 

operation of other Israeli governmental bodies in the West Bank will follow suit. We may see 

involvement of the Ministry of Religious Services at holy sites, direct involvement of the Israel 

Nature and Parks Authority in the administration of nature reserves, and so on.            

The government will justify these developments citing the need for good governance and 

protection of shared archeological heritage that belongs to all, including Jews and Palestinians 

(Muslims and Christians) alike. In practice, claims about the need to protect archaeological 
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sites and antiquities are easy to substantiate, and the general public will have difficulty 

disputing them. Experience shows that the process is unlikely to stop there.      

A violation of IHL 

The decision for the IAA to operate in the West Bank, which forms part of the occupied 

Palestinian territory (oPt), contravenes the rules of international humanitarian law (IHL) 

comprising the law of occupation. More concretely, two (non-cumulative) principles7 

circumscribing Israel’s powers as the belligerent occupant render the IAA’s operation in the 

West Bank unlawful.  

First, it should be noted that the IAA is an Israeli agency, established under Israeli law. The IAA 

in its current form was set up pursuant to the Law of the Israel Antiquities Authority, which 

was adopted by Israel’s parliament, the Knesset, in July 1989.8  

Under the law of belligerent occupation, only the military commander in the occupied 

territory is entitled to legislate for the occupied territory.9 It follows that an agency set up and 

operating in accordance with the laws of Israel is prevented from taking action in the oPt – 

since this would mean applying the domestic law of Israel, enacted not by the military 

commander but by its parliament, in the occupied territory. 

This principle is in line with the general philosophy underlying the law of occupation, which is 

based on the premise that situations of occupation are envisaged to be transitory, and that 

the occupying power does not acquire sovereign title – and thus sovereign legislative 

                                                                                                     
7 Théo Boutruche and Marco Sassòli, “Expert Opinion on the Occupier’s Legislative Power over an 
Occupied Territory Under IHL in Light of Israel’s On-going Occupation”, Norwegian Refugee Council, 
June 2017, pp. 31-32 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://www.nrc.no/globalassets/pdf/legal-opinions/sassoli.pdf. 
8 Law of the Israel Antiquities Authority (No. 5749-1989), 24 July 1989, available at: 
https://www.antiquities.org.il/article_eng.aspx?sec_id=45&subj_id=220&autotitle=true&Module_id=
7.  
9 Théo Boutruche and Marco Sassòli, “Expert Opinion on the Occupier’s Legislative Power over an 
Occupied Territory Under IHL in Light of Israel’s On-going Occupation”, Norwegian Refugee Council, 
June 2017, pp. 31-32 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://www.nrc.no/globalassets/pdf/legal-opinions/sassoli.pdf; Marco Sassòli, “International 
Humanitarian Law: Rules, Controversies, and Solutions to Problems Arising in Warfare”, Cheltenham, 
UK and Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar Publishing (2019), p. 328. 
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authority10 – over the occupied territory. Rather, the occupying power is supposed to act only 

as the temporary administrator of the territory.  

Second, and consequently, there are limitations to the legislative and institutional changes 

that an occupying power may introduce in the occupied territory. Article 43 of the Hague 

Regulations imposes a positive obligation on the occupying power to maintain public order 

and civil life in the occupied territory, alongside a concomitant negative obligation to at the 

same time respect, “unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country”.11 

Generally, then, the occupying power must refrain from changing existing laws and 

institutions,12 subject to the limited exceptions set out in the law of occupation.13  

A certain (limited) legislative authority of the occupying power in the occupied territory is 

recognized in Article 64(2) of the Fourth Geneva Convention (GC IV), which complements the 

general obligation enshrined in Article 43 of the Hague Regulations and provides a more 

precise articulation of when an occupying power is “absolutely prevented” from respecting 

the laws in force.14 Article 64(2) of GC IV stipulates that the occupying power may “subject the 

population of the occupied territory to provisions” (i.e., it may introduce new pieces of 

                                                                                                     
10 Théo Boutruche and Marco Sassòli, “Expert Opinion on the Occupier’s Legislative Power over an 
Occupied Territory Under IHL in Light of Israel’s On-going Occupation”, Norwegian Refugee Council, 
June 2017, p. 9 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://www.nrc.no/globalassets/pdf/legal-opinions/sassoli.pdf.  
11 Art. 43 of the Hague Regulations of 1907. 
12 Théo Boutruche and Marco Sassòli, “Expert Opinion on the Occupier’s Legislative Power over an 
Occupied Territory Under IHL in Light of Israel’s On-going Occupation”, Norwegian Refugee Council, 
June 2017, p. 10 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://www.nrc.no/globalassets/pdf/legal-opinions/sassoli.pdf; Marco Sassòli, “International 
Humanitarian Law: Rules, Controversies, and Solutions to Problems Arising in Warfare”, Cheltenham, 
UK and Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar Publishing (2019), p. 325. 
13 Diakonia IHL Centre, “Designation of Six Palestinian Civil Society Organizations as 
‘Terrorist/Unlawful Associations’ in Israel and in the Occupied Palestinian Territory”, November 2021, 
p. 7 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://apidiakoniase.cdn.triggerfish.cloud/uploads/sites/2/2021/10/Designation-of-Palestinian-
CSOs-as-terrorist-organisations.pdf. 
14 Yoram Dinstein, “Legislation Under Article 43 of the Hague Regulations: Belligerent Occupation and 
Peacebuilding”, Program on Humanitarian Policy and Conflict Research Occasional Paper, Fall 2004, p. 
5, available at: 
https://hhi.harvard.edu/files/humanitarianinitiative/files/occasionalpaper1_article_43.pdf?m=16158
28444; ICRC Commentary on Art. 64 of GC IV, available at: https://ihl-
databases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihl.nsf/Comment.xsp?action=openDocument&documentId=9DA4ED335
D627BBFC12563CD0042CB83.  
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legislation) which are “essential” to achieve certain lawful purposes.15 These are “to fulfil its 

obligations under the ... Convention, to maintain the orderly government of the territory, and 

to ensure the security of the Occupying Power, of the members and property of the occupying 

forces or administration, and likewise of the establishments and lines of communication used 

by them”.16 

Israel as the occupying power is accordingly entitled to take legislative action in the oPt for 

instance to maintain orderly government, as expressly provided for in Article 64(2) of GC IV 

and reflected in Israel’s wider obligation to maintain public order and civil life in the occupied 

territory under Article 43 of the Hague Regulations. The concept of maintaining “orderly 

government” is arguably broad, and may take on a more extensive meaning in situations of 

prolonged occupation such as the oPt (as the needs of the occupied population will likely 

evolve over time).17 It would therefore ostensibly encompass taking steps to ensure the 

protection of archaeological sites in the occupied territory. However, doing so by means of 

applying Israeli law qua operation of an agency set up by the Knesset would necessarily imply 

a “radical change”18 to local legislation and institutions (in effect, treating the oPt as Israel’s 

own sovereign territory) that goes beyond what can be considered as “essential” (and, 

therefore, necessary and proportionate19) within the meaning of Article 64(2) of GC IV. 

                                                                                                     
15 Art. 64(2) of GC IV. 
16 Art. 64(2) of GC IV. 
17 Yoram Dinstein, “Legislation Under Article 43 of the Hague Regulations: Belligerent Occupation and 
Peacebuilding”, Program on Humanitarian Policy and Conflict Research Occasional Paper, Fall 2004, p. 
8, available at: 
https://hhi.harvard.edu/files/humanitarianinitiative/files/occasionalpaper1_article_43.pdf?m=16158
28444; Théo Boutruche and Marco Sassòli, “Expert Opinion on the Occupier’s Legislative Power over 
an Occupied Territory Under IHL in Light of Israel’s On-going Occupation”, Norwegian Refugee 
Council, June 2017, pp. 18-19 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://www.nrc.no/globalassets/pdf/legal-opinions/sassoli.pdf. 
18 Théo Boutruche and Marco Sassòli, “Expert Opinion on the Occupier’s Legislative Power over an 
Occupied Territory Under IHL in Light of Israel’s On-going Occupation”, Norwegian Refugee Council, 
June 2017, p. 32 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://www.nrc.no/globalassets/pdf/legal-opinions/sassoli.pdf 
 19 Diakonia IHL Centre, “Designation of Six Palestinian Civil Society Organizations as 
‘Terrorist/Unlawful Associations’ in Israel and in the Occupied Palestinian Territory”, November 2021, 
p. 7 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://apidiakoniase.cdn.triggerfish.cloud/uploads/sites/2/2021/10/Designation-of-Palestinian-
CSOs-as-terrorist-organisations.pdf.  
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This line of argumentation is further reinforced by the fact that, as noted, there is already a 

dedicated Archaeology Staff Officer in the Civil Administration, the latter having been set up 

by the military commander in the West Bank pursuant to Military Order 947 of 198120 rather 

than the Knesset. This ostensibly reduces the need for the operation of an additional agency 

in the same domain, and in any event renders it less than “essential” or strictly necessary – 

without taking away from other concerns regarding the impartiality of the Civil Administration 

and its (non-)compliance with international law, as briefly elaborated below.21 

Furthermore, Article 43 of the Hague Regulations and Article 64(2) of GC IV cannot be relied 

on to circumvent other provisions of the law of occupation, such as the aforementioned 

prohibition against the occupying power’s parliament legislating for the occupied territory – 

and consequently also against the operation of institutions and agencies set up pursuant to 

the domestic law of the occupying power in the occupied territory. Even if it could be shown 

that existing laws and institutions were insufficient to prevent the theft of antiquities in the 

West Bank, as it has been claimed, thus demonstrating the need for legislative and/or 

institutional changes, it would be for the military authorities in the oPt, and not an Israeli body 

established and regulated by the Knesset, to take action.  

In addition, the fact that the claims of inefficiency on the part of the Civil Administration have 

been advanced by settlers and settler organizations strongly suggests that Israel is 

impermissibly taking into account the wishes of settlers when evaluating what is necessary to 

maintain “orderly government”, and public order and civil life more generally, in the oPt. 

Article 49(6) of GC IV prohibits an occupying power from deporting or transferring parts of its 

own civilian population into the territory it occupies, thus rendering the presence of Israeli 

settlements in the West Bank unlawful.22 It is also a general principle of the law of occupation 

                                                                                                     
20 Jonathan Kuttab and Raja Shehadeh, “Civilian Administration in the Occupied West Bank: Analysis 
of Israeli Military Government Order No. 947”, Al Haq – Law in the Service of Man, January 1982, 
available at:  
https://www.alhaq.org/cached_uploads/download/alhaq_files/publications/Civilian_Administration_i
n_the_Occupied_West_Bank.pdf.  
21 Hagar Shezaf and Nir Hasson, “Israeli University Holds Archaeological Dig in West Bank Area 
Claimed to Be Palestinian”, Ha’aretz, 10 August 2022, available at: https://www.haaretz.com/israel-
news/2022-08-10/ty-article/.premium/israeli-university-holds-archaeological-dig-in-west-bank-area-
claimed-to-be-palestinian/00000182-7744-d2f5-a3e6-
ff5d52080000?utm_source=App_Share&utm_medium=iOS_Native.  
22 Art. 49(6) of GC IV. 
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that any action an occupying power takes for the administration of the occupied territory can 

only serve one or more of the following interests: its own security needs, the interests of the 

displaced sovereign, and the welfare of the local – i.e., occupied – population. Accordingly, 

when administering the oPt as an occupying power, Israel is not allowed to act on the basis of 

the needs of settlements.  

Moreover, to the extent that the acts of the Civil Administration (and in the future the IAA) 

result in home demolitions and a near-categorial denial of building permits for Palestinians in 

furtherance of an already highly inadequate zoning and planning regime,23 such conduct 

would not only contravene Israel’s obligation to administer the occupied territory for the 

benefit of the local population,24 but also engage the IHL rules on land and property,25 and 

place the affected population at risk of forcible transfer.26 

Finally, it should be noted that from the perspective of IHL, acts of annexation (whether 

resulting in a de facto or de jure exercise of sovereignty over the occupied territory), or 

changes that the occupying power has introduced into the institutions or government of the 

occupied territory do not deprive protected persons in occupied territory of the benefits 

accorded to them by GC IV.27 In other words, measures such as the decision for the IAA to 

operate in the West Bank – which on the face of it contributes to creeping annexation – do 

not affect the applicability of the law of occupation, and do not alter the status of the West 

Bank as occupied territory.  

Furthermore, while the law of occupation does not prohibit annexation itself but rather any 

adverse effects it may have on the rights of protected persons,28 general international law and 

jus ad bellum (the law on the use of force) do contain such an explicit proscription. These are 

                                                                                                     
23 See, e.g., OCHA, “Restricting Space: The Planning Regime Applied by Israel in Area C of the West 
Bank”, December 2009, available at: https://www.un.org/unispal/document/auto-insert-201838/.  
24 Art. 43 of the Hague Regulations of 1907. 
25 Customary IHL Rule 51. 
26 Art. 49(1) of GC IV. 
27 Art. 47 of GC IV. 
28 Théo Boutruche and Marco Sassòli, “Expert Opinion on the Occupier’s Legislative Power over an 
Occupied Territory Under IHL in Light of Israel’s On-going Occupation”, Norwegian Refugee Council, 
June 2017, p. 10 and the references cited therein, available at: 
https://www.nrc.no/globalassets/pdf/legal-opinions/sassoli.pdf. 
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thus additional legal bases on account of which the legality of Israel’s overall conduct in the 

oPt can be challenged. 


